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Abstract
In this paper we consider the role of semantics in the spoken dia
logue translation systems We begin by looking at some of the key
properties of an existing spoken dialogue system namely the sundial
system which provides ight and train information over the telephone
and how these properties aect the design methodology and functional
ity of spoken translation systems These properties include the eects
of speech processing designing the system to meet the needs of users
and an analysis model which clearly separates the linguistic concep
tual pragmatic and task levels In this model many task functionalit
ies are dependent upon and sometimes realizable by the semantic and
pragmatic analysis components Central to this approach is the use of
underspecied semantic representations which are further specied as
and when required by domain andor task analysis This model can
be applied in the development of spoken translation systems with two
important eects	 monolingual semantic and pragmatic analysis can be
carried out by processes independent of but correlated with the 
trans
lation function of the system and the main functions of the transfer
processes is to further specifying the representations for the target lan
guage and to deal with mismatches between source and target language
representations We illustrate this approach with semantic analyses of
German utterances required for translation in the verbmobil spoken
dialogue translation system

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 Introduction
Since the early 	
s machine translation has been seen as an application of
Natural Language Processing nlp which has promised the development of
translation systems useful for translators and naive users alike While con
siderable progress has been made in the development of computerbased aids
for translator such as terminological database systems success in the de
velopment of fully automated translation systems has been less clear
 
 In
comparison a more recent application area of nlp Spoken Language Systems
slss have been successful in developing research prototypes and commer
cial systems which provide useful services to the general public Church and
Hovy  These systems ranged from simple single digitword voice re
sponse systems  allowing retrieval of answerphone messages credit card
balances etc  to the more advanced class of interactive dialogue systems
oering access to information services such as ight information and reser
vation Mangold  This raises the questions of what are the meth
odological and design principles of slss and whether these principles can
be applied to the design of machine translation systems These questions
are timely if the next decade is to see the development of spoken dialogue
translation systems
 Spoken Dialogue Systems
For comparison with machine translation one of the most interesting class
of slss are spoken dialogue systems for information services such as train
information ight information conference registration etc They are inter
esting for two reasons
Firstly the complexity of the domain is comparable to that envisaged for many
spoken translation systems For example SRIs Spoken Translator System
which provides EnglishSwedish translation over the telephone operates in the
atis ight information domain commonly used in spoken dialogue systems
Agnas et al  Likewise the verbmobil system discussed below
 
The obvious exceptions are systems which oer domainrestricted translation for ex
ample TaumMeteo system for EnglishFrench translation of weather forecasts Hutchins
	
 	

operates in the domain of appointment scheduling
Secondly these systems are taskoriented in the sense that user input is only
analyzed to the depth required for task processing within a limited domain
In interactive dialogue systems the appropriate levels of analysis are semantic
and pragmatic ie the task component exploits the perceived meaning and
function of user utterances to determine the system response appropriate to
the current stage in the dialogue In the asura speech translation system
the translation regularities are similarly described in terms of semantic and
pragmatic information Morimoto et al 
The main principles of spoken dialogue systems can be found in the sun
dial system The goal of the sundial project Speech UNderstanding in
DIALogue was to build realtime integrated dialogue systems capable of
maintaining cooperative dialogues with users over standard telephone lines
Peckham and Fraser  Systems have been developed for four languages
 French German Italian and English  within the task domains of ight re
servations and enquiries and train enquiries Here we shall consider three
principles of this system and their implications for translation
  Speech Input
Analysis of spoken language faces an immediate problem input is an acoustic
signal which is more or less continuous and lacking in natural subdivisions
equivalent to words For example there will not be any signicant acous
tic break between the words when uttering Is BA on time In order
to provide a representation for subsequent grammatical analysis techniques
have been developed for segmenting the acoustic signal classify these seg
ments into subword units feature extraction and then comparing these
units with a database of known templates words to identify those which
best match the input
The most common technique is the statistical technique of Hidden Markov
Modelling which takes into account the eects of coarticulation compensates
for timing dierences arising from dierences in the speed at which words are
spoken and deals with dierences between speakers Holmes  This
technique uses a large collection of speech data in order to learn statistical
correlations between acoustic features and words The output of this process

is a set of hypotheses consisting of representation of the identied words
their temporal position and their statistical likelihood
In addition the basic problem of recognition most spoken dialogue systems
take as input spontaneous speech In comparison to read speech spontaneous
speech introduces naturally occurring phenomena including
extralinguistic phenomena such as coughs blows lip smacks and lled
pauses for example Can you erhm tell me ahhm about 
restarts where the speaker reiterates part of an utterance after an interrup
tion What is the depart the arrival time of BA
While these phenomena are gradually being included in the training pro
cesses they still tend to be one of the principle stumbling blocks for speech
recognition
There are two important consequences of speech recognition for analysis in
spoken dialogue systems Firstly recognition of spontaneous speech is cur
rently only feasible with vocabulary size of around 

 words or less While
this may limit the linguistic coverage of the system it does oer the advant
age that subsequent level of analysis can be restricted in scope syntactic
semantic and pragmatic analysis need only model or at least fully realize
phenomena within the scope of the speech recognition Secondly even with
this limited vocabulary speech recognition is not 

 accurate For ex
ample one of the sundial recognizer trained on collected spontaneous speech
data yielded  word accuracy and 
 sentence accuracy Baggia et
al   While accuracy is continuously improving  through the
use of prosodic information larger speech databases word cooccurrences
and so on  subsequent processes still need to compensate for recognition
performance
   UserCentered Design
In building spoken dialogue systems it has long been recognized that they
must be designed to have the functionalities expected by users This re
quirement however leads to a chicken and egg situation how can system
designers know how people will react to computers prior to the development

of the system and how can the system be developed prior to an understanding
of users behaviour and requirements
The naive approach is to analyze humanhuman data in the same task domain
In the case of a dialogue system for providing ight information the system
is in a sense playing the role of a human information provider and so the
behaviour users demonstrate in this situation can be used as basis to develop
the systems functionalities However while this type of analysis may tell us
a lot about how human interact it is will not necessary reveal how people
will interact with a computerbased system Not only do these dialogues
reveal a level of recognition or even linguistic performance far in advance
of current technology but simulated humancomputer dialogues show that
people interact with machines in a very dierent way


Data collected during Wizard of Oz simulation experiments show that people
use a dierent language and have dierent expectations about the capabilities
of a computerbased information service MacDermid  Simulation ex
periments involve a person pretending to be an intelligent computer Human
subjects are then led to believe that they will be interacting with an actual
computer either through screenbased exchanges or though telephone medi
ated verbal exchanges when in fact they are connected to the experimental
agent suitably disguised who is pretending to be the computer The be
haviour subjects display in interacting with system diers for example in
terms of
vocabulary size subjects use approximately 
 of the word types ob
served in humanhuman dialogues
sentence complexity many sentence types such as relative clauses are of
low frequency
referential domains the domain typically consists of just the participants
and the subject matter no third person references
error tolerance subjects tolerate some speech errors if they are quickly
repaired by the system
On the basis of this type of evidence it appears that users are prepared to
adapt their interaction patterns to the limitations of spoken dialogue systems

More recently the same result has been found for actual systems
	
they do not expect the system to provide all the communicative abilities of
human service provider so long as they obtain the information they require
This adaption phenomena allows spoken dialogue system to be developed
with limited recognition and analysis capabilities but still provide a useful
service to the general public This can be exploited in spoken dialogue trans
lation systems in a given domain users will not necessarily expect the same
quality of translation of a machine that they expect of a human translator
For example a human translator may translate ja am Dienstag den sechsten
April h	atte ich noch einen Termin frei as I
m still free on Tuesday sixth April
while the simpler translation ok on Tuesday the sixth of April I still have
a slot free may satisfy the user in an appointment scheduling domain The
empiricallybased usercentered design strategy suggests that spoken transla
tion systems should provide appropriate consistent and coherent translations
rather than clever translations which mimic complex human capabilities


  Domainoriented Analysis
In spoken dialogue systems like sundial analysis of user utterances is domain
oriented At the semantic and pragmatic levels user utterances are analyzed
relative to a discourse model built up during the dialogue Heisterkamp et
al  Semantic analysis establishes which domain objects are being
talked about and how they have changed relative to the previous discourse
context At the pragmatic level the semantic analysis is used in conjunction
with a dialogue model to determine the illocutionary eect of the utterance
for example whether the utterance is informing the system of new or changed
information about the ight conrming information given by the system or
requesting information Finally at the task level the semantic and pragmatic
analyses are used to determine whether the user has provided sucient in
formation for retrieving of a solution from the database or whether further
information is required

In fact there is a wellknown danger of faking more complex analyses the user may
attribute too much linguistic competence to the system and when the user nds that the
system is not consistently capable of demonstrating it they are dissatised

		 Multilevel Analysis Model
Central to this approach is an underlying analysis model which clearly sep
arates the languagespecic from the languagegeneral domainindependent
interpretation from domaindependent and both are separated from the task
dependent aspects Eckert and McGlashan  This model is motivated
by the aim of designing generic analysis components which can be customized
for language domain and task In the sundial project the same components
were used for English French German and Italian languages domains such
as train and ight timetables and the information retrieval tasks of enquiry
and reservation Of course for commercial exploitation these distinctions can
be collapsed so as to establish a direct connection between the syntactic ana
lysis of an utterance and its domainspecic and taskspecic interpretation
Magadur et al 
		 Semantic Analysis
Semantic and pragmatic analyses are central to the determination of task
interpretation Syntactic analysis of an utterance is treated as a stepping
stone which allows the construction of semantic and pragmatic representa
tions These latter representations abstract away from surfacespecic real
izations while preserving features of information structuring and sequencing
indicated by syntax

 One of the main inuences on the semantic represent
ation is underspeci
cation If all semantic information required for task
interpretation were to be specied in the lexicon then the number of lexical
entries would be enormous a dierent lexical entry would potentially be re
quired each contextuallydependent sense Instead the lexical semantics of
an expression contains information which is shared between these dierent
contexts and guided by the discourse and dialogue contexts further inform
ation is added to their interpretation This approach can be modelled with
an inheritancebased conceptual type hierarchy and a set of rules for rening
the conceptual types McGlashan 
The hierarchy consists of a set of typed concepts partially ordered in terms
of subsumption Concept can be atomic or complex For example six may

For example the activepassive distinction can be represented in terms of relative
informational prominence of semantic arguments Kay et al  

be associated with an atomic concept type number with the value   Com
plex concept types contain one or more roles where the value of the role is
itself a concept type The roles describe the relationship between the main
concept type and the concept type fullling the role For example as shown
in Figure  the type go is specied with theme and goal roles the goal role
expresses a relation between the going event and the intended location of
the theme Since the hierarchy is inheritancebased types subsumed by go
such as drive are not only more specic types of a going event but also
inherit its roles
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Figure  A simple Conceptual Type Hierarchy
The type hierarchy is partitioned into linguisticallyoriented concept types
and domainoriented concept types The former type can be directly realized
in natural language for example go and date The latter type are domain
specic types such as dbflight and dbtrain which are closely connected
with tasklevel objects Semantic interpretation proceeds by constructing a
domainindependent representation in terms of linguisticallyoriented concep
tual types integrating or anchoring the conceptual representation into the
discourse context established from the interpretation of previous utterances
and nally linking the conceptual representation to a domaindependent task
representation Crucial to these processes are necessary and default inference
rules Necessary inference rules describe relations between conceptual types

which always hold in a given situation default rules are only contingently
valid for a given situation For example
 clocktime hourtimenecessary hour value minute value
ampm value hour value
 clocktime minutetimedefault minute value
 depart equalitynecessary place journey departure place
 journey equalitynecessary departure place city value dbight
sourcecity
where the rule in  describes a necessary relationship between  hour
clocktime and the ampm distinction in English   pm    hours
the rule in  describes a relation which only holds in the absence of more
specic information eg the user may not mention the minutes when de
scribing the time  I want a ight leaving at  The rule in  describes
a necessary relationship in the travel domain ie the departure place in a
leaving event is also the departure place in a journey Finally the rule in
 establishes a relationship between the departure city in a journey concept
with the sourcecity parameter in a domainspecic concept
Two aspects of the semantic interpretation process need to be mentioned The
rst concerns defeasibility ie situations where there is a conict between
semantic information and where the conict is systematically resolved through
the defeat of one property in favour of the other In the normal situation
the discourse model is monotonically extended on the basis of information
from the user and the application of necessary inference rules However
there are situations where the discourse model needs to be nonmontonically
extended For example a default rule has been applied and subsequently
the user provides a dierent value from that given by the rule This case
can be simply dealt with by systematically giving priority to usersupplied
information
A more serious problem in spoken dialogue systems arises due to the uncer
tainty of speech recognition

 Consider for example the following dialogue
fragment

The problem can also arise naturally since speakers can be inconsistent or merely
careless in giving information


 User I want to y from Paris
System do you want to y from Paris
User Not Paris I want to y from Perros
where the system conrmation reveals that Perros has been misrecognised as
Paris This type of necessary defeasibility can be dealt with by treating the
discourse model as a partial view of the word ie not making the closed
world assumption and allowing the content of the discourse model to be
seen from dierent views where consistency need only be maintained within
a given view This approach is illustrated in Figure 
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Figure  Dierent views in the Discourse Model
		 Pragmatic Analysis
Another important aspect of the interpretation processes is its relationship
with pragmatic analysis Pragmatic analysis in spoken dialogue systems is
concerned with determining the impact of utterances in terms of dialogue
structure The structure of information service dialogues can be described
in terms of exchanges interventions and dialogue acts Bilange  Fig
ure  illustrates this type of analysis The utterances are structured into ex

E
 





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 request When would you like to leave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 conrm November the th
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 request at what time would you like to leave
Figure  Dialogue Structure
changes the exchange E

consists of two subexchanges E
 
and E

 which are
concerned with establishing the departure date and time respectively Each
exchange is initiated I reacted to R and optionally evaluated Ev
Within each part of an exchange the utterances are assigned one or more
dialogue acts which describe what the utterance is intended to achieve Bunt
 Speaker A opens exchange E
 
with a question I
A
 
 Speaker B reacts
with November the th R
B
 
 which is analyzed as an inform act since a its
semantic analysis indicates that is providing new date information about a
domain object ight and b this information can be treated as an inform
ative reaction to the preceding question Speaker A positively evaluates
this exchange with a repetition Ev
A
 

 which is categorized as a conrm act
since the semantic analysis indicates it is old information and opens a new
exchange with a request for a departure time I
A




 Since the interpretation
of an utterance is in part determined by its location in the dialogue struc
ture this can aect its translation for example Yoroshiku onegaishi masu
would be translated into English as thank you in a conrmation phase of the
dialogue but as good bye in a closing phase
		 Implications for Transfer
This analysis model presented in the preceding sections has been developed
for information service dialogues on the assumption that it could be extended
easily extended to other tasks The questions we briey address here are how
can it be extended to the translation task and what are the implications for

Note these functions are implicit in the utterance Speakers can of course be explicit
about the purpose of their utterance by for example using a performative verb I want to
know when you would like to leave Ripplinger 

the transfer model
One feature of the information service task is that it involves information
extraction ie linguistic semantic information is extracted from user utter
ances so as to build a domainlevel representation and from that representa
tion information is extracted to build a representation suitable for database
access This has allowed us to use a simple linguistic semantic represent
ation for utterances which neutralizes some subtle distinctions within and
between languages For example the verbs go and gehen are assigned the
same conceptual type go This treatment can be justied on the grounds
of corpus analysis where the expressions are consistently used with the same
domainspecic sense Furthermore the inference rules mapping between the
linguistic semantics and domainspecic semantics allowed us to treat domain
conceptual types as instances of the linguistic conceptual type and also as
transformations of them For example the rules mapping the go linguistic
concept into the domain type journey can be seen as conceptual transform
ations motivated by domainspecic knowledge
For dialogue translation systems the relation between the domain and task
levels is not directly relevant

 Rather the transfer relation is dened between
utterances in dierent languages at the level of domainoriented semantic
representations It follows from our model that the transfer relation can
involve both instantiation and transformation of these representations ie
in some cases the target representation is simply an extension of source
representation while in others it is a transformation If this is the case
then our model of transfer can be constrained by a identifying the set of
transformation relations and b dening a defeasibility hierarchy which
predicts the relative priority of information types  semantic pragmatic
register  when there is a mismatch
This view of translation can be seen as a compromise between interlingua and
transferbased approaches It follows the interlingua position in treating the
transfer relation as primarily based on semantic or conceptual information
but does not follow it to the extent of assuming the same concepts necessarily
underlie translationequivalent utterances in dierent languages Rather for
a given domain it admits that conceptual structures appropriate in the source
language may need to be transformed into conceptual structures appropriate

Unless of course the system also functions as an information provider Usually this
function is performed by the person who the translation is being provided for

for the target language  Translation is not meaning preserving! Kay et
al   On the other hand while following the transfer approach of
using rules to map between source and target structures it diers in that
a syntactic structure is not directly used to dene the relation and b
pragmatic as well as semantic information is used to dene the relationship
Finally this approach can be seen as a distributed approach to translation
Rather than localize or encapsulate all translationrelevant functions in a
single component  the transfer module  some of these functionalities can
be carried out by other components For example the semantic component
can infer domainspecic interpretations of user input so obviating the need
for disambiguation transfer rules
	
 In pursuing this approach it should
become clear to us which functions really need to be carried out by the
transfer component and which are more appropriate for other components in
spoken dialogue systems This approach is being explored with the context
of the verbmobil project
 The Verbmobil System
The verbmobil project combines speech technology with machine transla
tion techniques in order to develop a system for translation in facetoface
dialogues Wahlster  The verbmobil system will provide English
translation for negotiation of business appointments between German and
Japanese users who have only a passive knowledge of English


 The major
requirement is to provide translation as and when users need it and do so
in realtime In order to meet this requirement the system is composed of
timelimited processing components which perform acoustic syntactic se
mantic and pragmatic analysis dialogue management as well as generation
and synthesis
When the user requires translation they activate the verbmobil device and
speak in German The speech recognition component processes this input and
produces a word lattice representing hypotheses about what was said
 
 The

For example lexical transfer rules that map a lexeme in one language into dierent
lexemes in another language depending upon the contextuallyappropriate sense
	
In the rst phase of the project the system is limited to GermanEnglish translation
 

Prosodic information can also be represented in the lattice

parsing component processes this lattice so as to determine which sequences
are wellformed with respect to its grammar The output is a sequence of
syntactic representations For each syntactic representation a linguistically
oriented semantic representation is constructed and evaluated so as to dis
ambiguate expressions assign dialogue acts and update the current discourse
and dialogue models The dialogue component on the basis of the assigned
dialogue acts predicts what type of utterance might follow so as to guide
speech recognition
  
 The transfer component takes the semantic and prag
matic analysis of the input and builds a semantic and pragmatic represent
ation for the target language expression the transfer component exploits
semantic and pragmatic information in order to map between source and tar
get languages Maier and McGlashan  The generator then constructs
a syntactic structure for the target sign suitable for synthesis in English
Three aspects of the verbmobil scenario distinguish it from the typical scen
ario of spoken dialogue systems The rst is that the system plays the role
of a dialogue mediator rather than a dialogue partner The dialogue is prin
cipally between the two people rather than a person and a machine When
the German speaker is unable to directly express themselves in English the
system acts on their behalf by translating their German utterances Secondly
one of the eects of this dialogue mediation role is that the contextual inform
ation available to the system is incomplete In its standard role as a dialogue
partner the system has full access to the context ie all utterances are
either spoken by the system or directed towards it In the verbmobil scen
ario however that part of the dialogue in English is not directly towards it
Without this English context processes which rely on contextual analysis
must be able to operate without access to the full dialogue context Although
techniques for identifying key phrases in the English  such as dates time
as well as positive and negative evaluation phrases  will be used it not
yet clear how robust and accurate they will be Finally since users may be
nonnative speakers translation strategy and quality will need to reect their
their level of competence Translations especially idiomatic translations such
as how about October for Wie w	are es im Oktober which may be very
natural to a native speaker may be beyond the competence of a nonnative
speaker More serious are translation which depend upon cultural knowledge
  
In cases where no analysis has been assigned the dialogue component initiates a
clarication dialogue For example if the user spoke too loudly an appropriate utterance
in German is formulated and synthesized

for example the translation of Allerheiligen as All Saints Day
 

 Semantic Representation
It has long been recognized in formal semantics that semantic formalisms
which are denotationally interpreted declarative and compositional have con
siderable methodological advantages over formalisms which are not For ex
ample formalisms without a denotational interpretation such as the one used
in the sundial system lack a sound theoretical basis for controlling inferen
tial and resolution processes The problem until quite recently has been that
the representation which satises these criteria Montagues Intensional Lo
gic is not capable of providing semantic interpretation beyond the sentence
level However a new class of dynamic semantic formalisms including
Discourse Representation Theory have been developed to address this issue
Kamp and Reyle  drt characterizes meaning in terms of discourse
representation structures drss which are interpretable within a rstorder
modeltheoretic semantics at the level of propositions and crucially provides
mechanisms to model contextdependent interpretation and contextchange
The semantic formalism in verbmobil drt is a compositional version of
drt augmented with conceptual information and pays special attention to
phenomena characteristic of spoken dialogues Bos et al 
		 Compositionality
drt combines the basic features of drt with Montaguestyle Extended
Type Theory to obtain compositionality In essence drss Discourse Rep
resentation Structures  pairs consisting of a set of discourse marker and a
set of conditions on these marker are taken as the basic meaning expressions
but abstraction over drss allows the construction of complex meaning ex
pressions This approach allows the bottomup compositional construction of
semantic representation from syntactic structures
 
 For example the repres
 
Note that this cannot always be solved by simply be more precise and translating it
as st November since this produces vacuous translations for conrmatory utterances 
ist Allerheiligen der erste November is the st November the st November
 
It also allows the underspecication of quantier scope since resolution of scope ambi
guities is not obviously relevant for translation in a limited domain
	
entation of vorschlagen in 	 indicate the verb is involved in two composition
operations indicated by  it combines with the object semantics as ar
gument and functor respectively t and then it combines with the subject
semantics in the same relationship i

  t i
e
vorschlagenefi
agent
 t
theme
g
		 Integrating Conceptual Information
The semantic formalism has been extended to incorporated conceptual in
formation similar to that found in the sundial semantics Thematic roles
explicitly label the relationship between two discourse markers in 	 the
agent labels relationship between i and e The discourse markers themselves
have been assigned sorts such as e for event i for individual and t for time
which correspond to linguisticallyoriented conceptual types
 
 Like the con
ceptual type hierarchy sketched in Section  the domain model in verb
mobil can express both necessary and default relations between conceptual
types and has the advantage that it has a welldened interpretation in De
scriptive Logic Hoppe et al  The semantic representation has also
been augmented with hooks to instantiated conceptual representations in
the discourse model For example when the representation in 	 combines
with the semantics of a subject and object and the resulting representation
is evaluated against the domain context model the event marker e will be
extended to e
inst 
indicating that it corresponds to inst
 in the model The
eect of this is that the result of global conceptual renement which may oc
cur for example during anaphora resolution is accessible from the semantic
representation upon which transfer operates
Unlike in sundial there is no direct relationship between lexeme and concept
Each lexical item contains one or more semantic representations There is
more than one representation if either the lexical expressions is assigned mul
tiple syntactic categories or its senses can only be described using dierent
 
Sorts and thematic roles are not dened in the formalism but in a domain model
representing linguistic and conceptual information relevant to the application domain




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Figure  LexemeSemanticConcept Relationships
semantic structures Otherwise they are given the same semantic repres
entation independent of whether they dier at the conceptual level The
relationship between lexeme semantic and conceptual representation is illus
trated in Figure  The preposition nach is given two drs representations
nach is used for the perspectival sense eg nach meinem Terminkalender
according to my diary while nach subsumes the temporal and spatial senses
nach Berlinto Berlin and nach dem Mittagessenafter lunch The concep
tual level describes each of these senses
Access to the conceptual level permits ambiguities to be resolved prior to
transfer Some of these ambiguities are domainindependent and can be re
solved using local context For example
 Ich komme mit dem Auto
I am coming by car
 Ich komme mit meine Frau
I am coming with my wife
where the preposition fullls either an instrumental or concomitant role de
pending on the conceptual type of its local np argument Other ambiguities
are domaindependent and nonlocal For example bei mir is ambiguous
in many utterances between a location and perspectival reading and con
sequently can be translated as at my place or for me In the domain of

appointment scheduling this ambiguity can be resolved if the context main
tains a domain object comparable with dbflight in sundial describing the
current appointment and whether both participants have agreed to it Prior
to an agreed appointment being xed bei mir is rened to its perspectival
reading Once it has been agreed then unless local context tells us otherwise
it is rened to its location reading
However contextuallydriven conceptual renement is not always necessary
for transfer or always possible The predicates used in the drss split into
pivot interlinguastyle predicates and languagespecic predicates Transfer
can operate on interlinguastyle semantic predicates without considering how
they are rened at the conceptual level For example the predicate dofwt 
 second day of week as shown in  below is the representation for both
Dienstag and Tuesday In other cases the drs representation neutralizes syn
tactic structure mismatches such as head switching which typically require
complex transfer rules Neutralization occurs when the same predicate argu
ment structure is maintained in both source and target languages Since the
drs semantics adopts a Davidson treatment of adjuncts the syntactic distinc
tion between a complement and adjunct is neutralized at the semantic level
For example Dienstag ist mir lieber has the following representation

s
liebersft
theme
i
experiencer
g
alfat
t
dofwt  	
 i speaker
where the adjunct mir i
experiencer
 is incorporated into the argument struc
ture of the predicate From this representation two English translations can
be given I prefer Tuesday or more literally and maintaining the relative in
formation prominence of the arguments Tuesday is preferable for me Finally
more complex cases concerns scope resolution  such as the apparent move
ment of negation from the predicate in verw	ahlen to its implicit argument in
to dial the wrong number  still await investigation

		 Anaphora Ellipsis and Modality
The formalism pays special attention to three types of phenomena frequently
occurring in appointment dialogues anaphoric elliptical and modality ex
pressions

 Ich schlage den Dienstag vor
I propose Tuesday
 Das pa"t echt schlecht bei mir
That is really impossible for me
In 
 den Dienstag is an anaphoric denite description and in  pat
introduces a modality while Das is elliptical in referring to a previously es
tablished proposition
The anaphoric status of expressions is represented using an alfa condition
which explicitly indicates that the discourse marker should be evaluation
against the discourse model to determine its antecedent For example the
representation for Dienstag in  indicates that the discourse marker t in the
alfa structure should be linked to a previously established discourse marker
If there is no suitable marker it is accommodated in the discourse model
ie a new discourse object is introduced Resolving anaphoric expressions is
not only useful for generation  it has the choice of whether to use a full or
reduced description  but also for transfer For example the German verb
belegen may be translated as reserve book or take depending on whether the
conceptual type of the object is a building time or course respectively If the
object of the verb were a pronoun then anaphora resolution could supply a
conceptual type of the appropriate specicity Of course given the potential
lack of context in verbmobil then this set of necessary renement rules
needs to be augmented with a default rule for cases where the conceptual
type is insuciently specic for transfer or generation
In the verbmobil domain once participants have established a conversa
tional topic they are not explicit about it in every utterance In arranging a
date for a meeting participants may use elliptical expressions such as das
to refer to abstract entities constructed from earlier established events or
propositions participants meeting on Tuesday Elliptical expressions


are represented by epsilon conditions as shown in the representation for Das
pat echt schlecht bei mir below

s
s j
x
beixi
alfai i
 
 
epsilon K
 i speaker
where das is represented by epsilon K K indicates that the ellipsis refers
to a proposition Like alfa conditions the resolution of elliptical expressions
can contribute to sense renement for transfer In addition some classes
of elliptical expressions need to be resolved for the generation and domain
specic default resolutions may need to be specied for example by default
das refers to a proposition describing a meeting on some proposed but un
known date
Modals expressions such as pat are represented using the   structure in
dicating possibility as in standard drt but with additional components
necessary for spoken dialogue data In  the drs to right of   indicates
the argument of the modal while the drs to its left indicates the perspective
upon which the modality is based for my point of view In addition the
subscript on   represents a scalar feature acting as an intensier or weakener
of the possibility The scalar value is determined by the semantics of adject
ives such as gut and schlecht the default value is  and the combined eects
of echt and schlecht reduce this to 
Since modal expressions have little propositional content they are prime can
didates for translation which is oriented more to the pragmatic level of ana
lysis than the semantic For in addition to the dialogue act discussed in
Section  the pragmatic level in verbmobil also includes dact arg the
argument of the dialogue act tone the degree of suitability and perspective
dialogue participant features So assuming the representation in  is
assigned the dialogue act reject the following pragmatic representation can
be assigned


 




dact reject
dact arg epsilon K
tone strong
perspective speaker





This allows a number of dierent utterances or even a stereotypical utter
ance to be generated in the target language each of which preserves the
communicative intent of the speaker
		 Fragmentary Input
Unlike conventional textbased systems which assume the sentence as the
maximal domain of processing speechbased systems have the turn as their
domain of local analysis In the verbmobil scenario a turn can be dened
as the period which begins when the translate button is pressed and ends
when it is released During that time the user may utter a number of sen
tences or phrases separated by arbitrarily long pauses In addition seg
mentation of the utterance into multiple phrases may also arise on account of
the speech processing component even when the speaker produces a single
sentence the speech component may output a lattice whose best hypothesis
corresponds to a sequence of grammatical fragments In both cases se
mantic analysis component has as input a sequence of representations which
are not integrated at the syntactic level For example
 #Konnen wir den Oktober vergessen$ #aber$ #nicht$ #den November$
we can forget October but not November
 #Die erste Halfte$ #Das ist schlecht$
The rst half That is bad
We are pursuing the approach that many of these fragments can related at
the semantic level ie the semantic analysis yields a unitary representa
tion Heisterkamp et al  In  the fragments cannot be related
at the syntactic level since nicht is a verb modier and so cannot modify
den November and aber requires two constituents of the same syntactic type
These fragments can be related at the semantic level however if the latter
fragments are treated as elliptical and the status of aber as a contrastive dis
course connective is used to determine the missing semantic information In

 the fragments can be integrated into a unitary semantic representation
by resolving the anaphora das with the semantics of die erste H	alfte as shown
in 	
 



s
s j
 

alfax
x
ordx
h
alftexy
alfay y
where prior to resolution the drs to the right of   consists of an empty
alfa expression In both cases the unied semantic representation oers the
transfer and generation components more translation options for example
the unitary representation of  can be realized more explicitly as We can
forget October but we should not forget November or less explicitly as We
should not forget November and 	 can be realized as The rst half is bad
By providing a semanticallybased treatment of fragmentation in spoken dia
logue this approach allows transfer to adopt a reductionoriented translation
strategy as used by professional translators and interpreters
 Conclusions
In this paper we have explored machine translation from the perspective of
spoken dialogue systems focusing on the role of semantics Three principles
of dialogue systems illustrated with the sundial system were discussed
and related to the translation task Recognizing the limitations of speech
recognition the importance of appropriate empirical analysis and the power
 
Note that this resolution only requires local context

of a semantic and pragmatic analysis model appropriate to the domain can
contribute to the development of spoken dialogue translation systems The
semantic representation used in the verbmobil system was described com
pared with the approach to semantics in sundial and shown to be useful
for a semantically and pragmaticallyoriented approach to translation The
approach has been implemented in mini demonstration system and will be
extended to cover a more extensive fragment of German By adopting some
of the principles of spoken dialogue systems we expect that the verbmobil
project will result in spoken translation systems which provide a practical
service to the general public on the basis of a theoretically sound analysis
model

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